ZOOM H2n Recording Guide

**DO NOT ADJUST RECORDER SETTINGS!**
Settings have been preset for ideal recording purposes by COPH staff.

To Set Up:
- Connect the AC power adapter into the side of recorder and plug into an outlet OR insert two AA batteries into back compartment of recorder. *(Once recorder is powered on, you will see a battery indicator at the top right of recorder screen, 3 bars = full battery power)*
- Turn recorder on by briefly sliding switch downward (switch is found on the right side of the recorder).

To Record:
- To begin recording, press the circular **red** button at the center base of recorder.
- To stop recording, press the circular **red** button at the center base of recorder.
- To resume recording, press the circular **red** button at the center base of recorder.
  (Yes, it’s that simple. And no, **there is no pause button**.)

To verify you are recording, the time ticker at top left screen will begin counting.
You are NOT recording if ticker is at 00:00:00 and not counting.

**Settings**: DO NOT ADJUST! But, if by happenstance you need to reset, then do the following:
- Adjust arrow on circular dial (top of the recorder) so it points at **2-CHANNEL**.
  (if arrow is pointed at 4-Channel you will cut memory storage in half!)
- The MIC GAIN knob on the right side of recorder should be at 5 or 6 (10 being the max)
- REC MODE (indicated at bottom left screen): **44.1kHz/16bit**

Use the enclosed Owner’s Manual for more specific instructions should you need them.

To Playback:

- To hear what you just recorded, press PLAY button (right side panel). Recording will play on external speakers. Volume can be adjusted on left side panel.

- To **view** recorded files, press MENU button. Use the PLAY button to scroll down to FILE and select. From here you can view your recorded tracks.